Thank you for purchasing our next generation Smetania LED Light with Music Control. It is designed for easy installation and use. The Smetania LED Light will automatically change the color and brightness according to the melody and rhythm of the music, or it can be manually controlled by the remote supplied. This LED can easily be inserted into the sockets of ordinary light bulbs. There is no need of special sockets or change any circuit.

Indulge yourself with the magnificent preset of colors, or create your own set with high-power full-spectrum LED Light. It will provide over two million colors and 120 levels of brightness with the iSunroad Professional LED Control Technology. Comparing to other similar products on the market, this remote control LED light can memorize the previous setting of color, brightness, and automatic color change mode, even the power is switched off.

This product can be used for living rooms, parties and music centers, etc.

Feature:
- Over two million colors and 120 levels of brightness.
- Memorize and restore the previous settings of color, brightness, and flashing patterns, easy to use.
- Unique LED control, saving over 30% power comparing to conventional LED lights.
- Unique heat dissipating design, saving up to 90% power comparing to conventional lights.
- Functions properly under various voltages with over 80% efficiency.

Specification:
- Light: High Power Ultra Brightness LED
- Processor: Digital Signal Processor (isunroad chip-o, 20MHz)
- Input: E27 • GU10 • B22 • AC 100V - 240V, 50 Hz—60 Hz
- Color: Over 2 million colors  (128 levels per color channel of R/G/B)
- Brightness: 120 Levels
- Operating Temperature: -20 °C to 40 °C
- Socket: E27 • GU10 • B22
- Material: Aluminum
- QC Standards: GB24906-2010, GB/T24908-2010
- Certificate: CE, RoHS
- Patent: 201230270912.2, 201230060065.7, 201230645653.7, 201330036610.3, 201030508702.3
MODE SELECT 1-Flash, 2-Fade or 3-Smooth. During these modes, press Brightness keys to adjust the speed of color change.

PRESET COLOR revert to the saved preset of colors immediately.

COLOR MIXING will change the level of the Red, Green or Blue channel. You will get more than 2 million colors. If you hold down the key for more than 1.5 seconds, it will increase the speed of adjustment.

Switch On / Off (A weak current is kept for maintaining the minimal work status.)

MUSIC control mode.

SLEEP automatically switch off the light after 30 minutes.

RESET will restore the factory default settings.

MEMORY will save your preferred color and brightness immediately.

RECALL your preferred color and brightness.

BRIGHTNESS will adjust the brightness of light up to 120 levels. Holding down the key for more than 1.5 seconds, it will increase the speed of adjustment.

When light is in flash mode, press the button (M) will change to strobe effect.

When in music control mode:
- Button (3), will change into color smoothly when the surroundings is quiet.
- Button (2), Strobe effect with music control.
- Color Mixing buttons will change the sensitivity of strobe effect, music detection level, music control level to higher or lower.

Package:
1x Music control LED Light, 1x Remote Control, 1x User’s Guide

Precautions:
- Use under operational temperature and humidity range.
- Switch off power before changing the light bulb.
- Please do not switch on immediately after power off, otherwise the lights may not function properly.
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